Huawei Twitter and Facebook May 11 – 12

1. HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · May 11
   Singaporean SMEs have felt their share of the COVID19 impact. In response, @Huawei Cloud is helping jump-start their businesses with a costless development platform. Here are the results. tinyurl.com/jyz4tJ9c

2. HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · May 11
   Keep your hands free with the new PORI Series smart gesture control. Now you can scroll and screenshot with simple motions.  
   221 views

3. HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · May 11
   Get ready for @JoyTan, Mitch Aide of @harp and @TogetherWhite of @RainforestCa's webinar. The group will explain how we can leverage #AI to preserve the rainforest. Register now. tinurl.com/y9nX9p1m
   WEBINAR: SAVING THE RAINFORESTS WITH AI (TECH4ALL)
   With Huawei's Joy Tan, EVP Public Affairs, Huawei Technologies USA, Together White, CEO of IRFCA, Mitch Aide, Professor of Biology at University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras
   Thursday, May 14, 2-3 p.m. EST
   REGISTER NOW

4. HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · May 11
   Let’s talk #emTech. @RaveCrunch highlights a few of the standout CEOs using technology to take women’s health front and center. #womensshelthweek tinurl.com/y7a7p7pw
One thing COVID19 has shown us is the value of connectivity. KogyTien explains the sharp increase of online activity and why companies like Huawei need to be able to provide them with high-speed technology on @novireleasesnews. tinyurl.com/y9vc6d43

Do you have a grocery store near on your to do list this week? Be sure to check out these 12 tips from @USFDA on steps you can take to stay safe and protect those around you when shopping and bringing your groceries home: youtube.com/watch?v=3ThkqS

Panel Discussion

Read why @pinehorens says the “e” in the Huawei Watch GT 2e stands for “excellent.” tinyurl.com/y69bWdp
Learn how we can use next-gen technologies to improve healthcare access. #HospitalWeek

Agile Network for e-Hospital — Huawei Enterprise
Huawei Agile Network e-Hospital Solution helps hospitals address challenges with a smart, robust, an... @e.hua wei.com

Huawei Global Analyst Summit 2020 will be held on May 18-20. Save the date, so you don’t miss the live broadcast of the 3-day event at Huawei HQ in Shenzhen, China. Stay tuned and learn more about #HAS2020 here: https://tinyurl.com/ybftrypk

#HAS2020

Working Together to Build a Fully Connected, Intelligent World

Save the date

Live Broadcast | May 18-20, 2020
When’s the last time you charged your smart watch? With Huawei’s #WatchGT2e, you can go two weeks without worrying about a low-battery warning. Read on to learn more. https://tinyurl.com/y63966q4

Singaporean SMEs have felt their share of the #COVID19 impact. In response, Huawei Cloud is helping jump-start their businesses with a codeless development platform. Here are the results: http://tinyurl.com/ybz5sycc
When combined with wireless communication, #AI can help preserve the rainforests. Tune in to Thursday's webinar as Huawei's #JoyTan, Mitch Aide of University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras and Topher White, CEO of Rainforest Connection discuss this topic in-depth. #TECH4ALL https://tinyurl.com/y9cw8qnf

WEBINAR: SAVING THE RAINFORESTS WITH AI (TECH4ALL)
With Huawei’s Joy Tan, SVP Public Affairs, Huawei Technologies USA
Topher White, CEO of RFCx
Mitch Aide, Professor of Biology at University of Puerto Rico- Rio Piedras

Thursday, May 14, 2-3 p.m. EST

REGISTER NOW
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Connectivity is more important than ever, as people work from home and telemedicine becomes the norm. #JoyTan explains the reasons why #5G and strong broadband are critical in the fight against #COVID19 and daily life on RCR Wireless.

Huawei's Joy Tan discusses connectivity in the COVID-19 era
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Yesterday at 12:14 PM

Seeing is believing. Take a look at the power of our Ultra Vision LEICA Quad Cameras over 24 hours in Shenzhen with the #P40Pro 5G.

---

Huawei USA

Yesterday at 12:15 PM

#DYK in some developing countries, children’s lives are at stake because there is limited clean water? These communities need our help to overcome the lack of living necessities and resources.